**Knight-Hennessy Scholars** program develops a community of future global leaders to address complex challenges through collaboration and innovation. Every year, up to 100 promising graduate students from around the world will gain valuable leadership skills through the experiential King Global Leadership Program and receive funding to pursue graduate education at Stanford.

---

**UCLA Online Information Session**

- **Date:** Wednesday, May 6, 2020
- **Time:** 5:00pm – 6:00pm
- **Location:** Online - Register to receive event details

Seating is limited. Register at: [https://stanford.io/2QopXua](https://stanford.io/2QopXua)

Join us to learn more about the program from an admission officer who will cover the admission process, criteria, and answer questions.

See all upcoming events
[kh.stanford.edu/events](http://kh.stanford.edu/events)

[@KnightHennessy](https://twitter.com/KnightHennessy)